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Abstract
A model of national price levels is developed to lay bare implicit assumptions behind
the conventional view on the e®ect of productivity di®erentials and net foreign assets.
The e®ect of productivity on national price levels is determined by the interaction of
several countervailing channels, implying that the net e®ect can go in either direction
for reasonable parameter values. By comparison, net foreign assets have a more ro-
bust e®ect on national price levels than productivity di®erentials. Basic theoretical
implications are con¯rmed by the price level data of OECD countries.
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1 Introduction
The positive association between national price levels and income, aptly named the Penn ef-
fect by Samuelson (1994), motivated the celebrated papers by Balassa (1964) and Samuelson
(1964). The Harrod-Balassa-Samuelson e®ect formulated by them has been the cornerstone
of the long line of research on the link between productivity and the real exchange rate.
However, the Penn e®ect is not as strong among advanced economies as it is in the sample
comprising countries at varying stages of development (Rogo®, 1996). The weakness has
been con¯rmed in the empirical papers that explored the strength of the Balassa-Samuelson
e®ect. For advanced economies, productivity di®erentials have not always had statistically
signi¯cant associations with the real exchange rates (see Lee and Tang (2003) for a summary
of the literature).
While much e®ort has been put into studying the Harrod-Balassa-Samuelson e®ect and
the Penn e®ect despite their statistical weakness for advanced economies, little e®ort|none
directly for national price levels|has been expended on exploring the role of net foreign
assets in national price levels of advanced economies. The traditional transfer e®ect dictates
that one looks at the link between net foreign assets and national price levels. Indeed,
several papers have noted that the external balance have statistically signi¯cant and positive
association with the real exchange rates: Faruqee (1995), Gagnon (1996), and Lane and
Milesi-Ferretti (2002).
Building on these ¯ndings with exchange rates, this paper explores the transfer e®ect in
national price levels.1 By virtue of data availability, this paper studies the prices of traded
and nontraded goods, constructed from disaggregate purchasing power parity (PPP) data of
Eurostat. Individual purchasing power parity data for nearly 150 categories are combined
into traded, nontraded, and aggregate purchasing power parities. These price data were
obtained from actual benchmark surveys and enable us to go beyond the aggregate time-
1The national price level compares prices across space, while the real exchange rate compares prices over
time. For more discussion on the conceptual di®erence between the real exchange rate and the national price
level, see Kravis and Lipsey (1983). For its role in international comparisons of the Penn World Table, see
Summers and Heston (1991) as well as articles posted on http://pwt.econ.upenn.edu/.National Price Level 2
series association a±rmed in the three exchange rate papers mentioned previously.
Considering the weak evidence of the Penn e®ect among advanced economies, the pa-
per ¯rst presents a model of national price levels that compares the likely strength of the
productivity e®ect and the transfer e®ect. The model allows the terms of trade to be deter-
mined endogenously subject to a home bias in consumption preference, in contrast to the
traditional model with exogenous terms of trade. The theoretical ambiguity of the e®ect of
productivity on the real exchange rate and national price levels has been studied by Fitzger-
ald (2003) and Bergin et. al (2004). We show further that for plausible degrees of home
bias and substitutability, higher productivity can actually lead to a decline in national price
levels. In contrast, higher values of net foreign assets are shown to raise national price levels,
with only the magnitude of the e®ect varying with parameter values. Thus, theoretically,
net foreign assets would be expected to have a more robust e®ect on national price levels
than productivity di®erentials.
The paper then con¯rms several implications of theory in the price level data. It is
found that nontraded prices show a greater dispersion than traded prices. While exhibiting
a nice bell shape, the distribution of traded prices is centered around a mean di®erent from
unity (zero in log terms), a±rming the presence of national price levels|the mean will
be unity under the absolute purchasing power parity. Consistent with theoretical priors,
net foreign assets have a more robust and positive association with national price levels
than productivity proxies, and the e®ect is particularly strong in nontraded prices. Among
advanced economies, the transfer e®ect appears to be stronger than the Penn e®ect, both
theoretically and empirically.
One downside of the detailed and high-quality data is the narrow scope of countries,
but this is not necessarily a serious handicap for studying the transfer e®ect through net
foreign assets. Beyond this sample, most countries have maintained tight capital controls
until lately, thereby limiting the working of the transfer e®ect through net foreign assets. The
Eurostat sample is likely to be the best testing ground to study the transfer e®ect in national
price levels. At the same time, the ongoing integration of international ¯nancial marketsNational Price Level 3
may bring out the transfer e®ect for a wider set of countries in the future. Even among
advanced economies, the yawning imbalance in the external positions of major economies
may strengthen the importance of the transfer e®ect. In this vein, we apply the estimates to
a highly suggestive assessment of the exchange rate and the external position of the United
States.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 works out a two-country model
in which the endogenous terms of trade and the relative price of nontradables form two
pillars of the theory of national price levels. Section 3 examines price data from Eurostat
in the light of broad theoretical implications of Section 2 and o®ers background discussion,
including the suggestive exercise with the U.S. exchange rate. Section 4 concludes.
2 Model
2.1 Prices Inclusive of Nontradables
There are two countries, home (H) and foreign (F, also denoted by ¤). A representative







¯¯(1 ¡ ¯)1¡¯ 0 < ¯ · 1 (1)
The ¯nal consumption of tradables (CT) is made possible by combining home-produced






















®®(1 ¡ ®)1¡® 0 < ® · 1: (3)National Price Level 4
Home and foreign-produced tradables are combined with the elasticity of substitution µ to
form a traded composite g CT, which is then combined with nontradables (g CN) with unit
elasticity to generate the ¯nal consumption basket of tradables (CT).2 With nontradables
sector involved in making traded goods available for ¯nal consumption, the ¯nal consumption
price of tradables (CT) will be a®ected by prices of nontraded goods; the international price
of ¯nal consumption basket will not be equal, even if home and foreign traded goods were
fully substitutable.3
Producers in this economy are small and the market is perfectly competitive for each
category of goods. In particular, each of two traded goods is produced by numerous small
¯rms that behave as price takers, leaving no room for strategic pricing decision by producers.
As the result, unlike Corsetti and Dedola (2002) who analyze the e®ect of Leontief-type non-
tradables input on the pricing decision of monopolistically competitive ¯rms, nontradables
input is re°ected fully in prices. Both tradables and nontradables are produced with labor
alone, and the productivity of nontradables sector is normalized to 1.4
YH = AHLH YN = LN (4)
The same structure is assumed for preference and technology of the foreign country. The





















µ¡1 0 · °
¤ · 1: (5)
Foreign consumption of home-produced tradables is denoted by C¤
H, while foreign consump-
2If home and foreign-produced tradables were perfectly substitutable, the elasticity µ between them would
converge to 1, and the relative price between them would remain constant at 1 as equation (2) becomes
linear in two traded goods: f CT = CH + CF.
3Kravis and Lipsey (1983) attribute the ¯rst observation of this phenomenon to Harrod.
4Alternatively, productivity of foreign nontradables sector alone can be normalized to 1. In that case,
when AN denotes nontradables productivity in home, AH can be rede¯ned as the relative productivity and
equation (4) can be written as YH = AHANLH and YN = ANLN, respectively. The e®ect of this alternative
formulation will be commented in a few places later, and discussed in detail in the appendix.National Price Level 5
tion of foreign-produced tradables is denoted by C¤
F (with its share in consumption basket
being °¤). With respect to technology, foreign-produced tradables sector has labor produc-
tivity A¤
F, and nontradables labor productivity is assumed to be identical to that of home






The CES speci¯cation of preference leads us to simple expressions for price aggregates.
Intermediate tradables price is denoted by f PT, the price of ¯nal traded consumption is
denoted by PT, the price of nontradables is denoted by PN, and the price of the overall
























Foreign prices are similarly de¯ned, with the only di®erence being the composition of home










various stages of aggregation, the price levels can be written in terms of price levels of

























From the production side, we can see that
PN = AHPH and P
¤
N = AFPF: (11)
The labor market linkage that forms the basis of the traditional Harrod-Balassa-Samuelson
e®ect is embedded in these two equations. Equations (6){(10) and (11) show that all pricesNational Price Level 6
can be determined once we determine PH and PF, prices of home and foreign produced
traded goods.
2.2 Equilibrium
The prices of two tradables can be determined from the goods-market equilibrium condition.
YH = CH + C
¤
H (12)
This equilibrium condition is expressed in terms of prices by going through two stages. In
the ¯rst stage, the equilibrium condition is written into value terms, to link them to resource
constraints of the economy that are best summarized in value terms. Using the standard

















In the second stage, resource constraints of the economy are incorporated into this equi-
librium condition, converting it into an equation written in terms of prices only. When
home economy's net foreign asset is denoted by FA and the world interest rate is de-
noted by r,5 the resources at its disposal are: PNYN + PHYH + rFA: Since the aggre-
gate value of production can be written in terms of traded prices and productivity as
PNYN + PHYH = AHPH(1 ¡ LH) + PHAHLH = AHPH; the total usable income of this
economy is AHPH + rFA. Using the Cobb-Douglas speci¯cations between tradables and
nontradables (equations (1) and (3)), the budget constraint on traded consumption|the
value of traded consumption|can be expressed in terms of prices only. Since a ¯xed frac-
5This is viewed as the steady state level of net foreign assets, determined outside the current model.
Aside from the issue of a theoretical model that pins down a steady-state level of net foreign assets, there
is ample evidence for the nonzero long-term average level of net foreign assets. See Lane and Milesi-Ferretti
(2001) and Faruqee and Lee (2003).National Price Level 7
tion of the total usable income is allocated to traded consumption,
f PTg CT = ®¯(AHPH + rFA): (14)
By the same reasoning, f P ¤
T
g C¤
T = ®¯(AFPF ¡ rFA).
The value of home traded production (the left-hand side of equation (13)) can also be
written in terms of prices. First, since CN + g CN = YN, expenditure on tradables can be
related to the revenue of the traded sector and income from net foreign assets:
f PTg CT = PH g CH + PF g CF = PHYH + rFA: (15)
Now combining equations (14) and (15), the value of tradables production can be expressed
in terms of prices only:
PHYH = ®¯AHPH + (1 ¡ ®¯)rFA (16)
Substituting equations (14) and (16) into equation (13) and using FA + FA¤ = 0, we

















This is an equilibrium condition that has incorporated consumption and production choices of
the economy, subject to the supply of labor and the net foreign asset positions. A comparable
equation can be derived from the equilibrium condition for foreign-produced tradables, and
PH and PF can be solved from these two equations.
2.3 Analyzing Equilibrium
In the special case of zero net foreign assets (FA = FA¤ = 0), the equations become
homogeneous in prices, and in the absence of home bias (° = °¤ = 1=2), the equilibrium
can be solved algebraically. (see the appendix for details). In general cases with homeNational Price Level 8
bias (°;°¤ > 1=2), however, the equilibrium cannot be solved algebraically. To explore
the e®ect of relative productivity and net foreign assets on national price levels in general
cases, we resort to log-linearization around the symmetric steady state with PH = PF. The
symmetric equilibrium follows from equation (37) if symmetry assumed in both preference
and technology, namely ° = °¤ = ¹ ° and AH = A¤
F = ¹ A0. Note that if ° = °¤ = ¹ ° > 1
2, both
countries exhibit the same degrees of home biases for domestically produced tradables.
We now log-linearize equilibrium condition (17) around the symmetric equilibrium under
zero net foreign assets.6 Where b denotes the rate of change and ¢ denotes the di®erential
(which is necessary as the net foreign assets are varied around zero), laborious calculation
yields the following equation.
[2¹ °(1 ¡ µ) ¡ 1](d PH ¡ d PF) = d AH ¡ d A¤
F ¡
1 ¡ ®¯ + ®¯(2¹ ° ¡ 1)




The equilibrium terms of trade becomes:
d PH ¡ d PF = ¡
d AH ¡ d A¤
F
2¹ °(µ ¡ 1) + 1
+
1 ¡ ®¯ + ®¯(2¹ ° ¡ 1)




It is assumed that 2¹ °(µ ¡ 1) + 1 > 0 for a fruitful economic analysis.7
All international prices follow from this equation using the following relationship.
d PN ¡ d P ¤
N = (d PH ¡ d PF) + (d AH ¡ d A¤
F) (20)
c PT ¡ c P ¤
T = ®(2¹ ° ¡ 1)(d PH ¡ d PF) + (1 ¡ ®)(d PN ¡ d P ¤
N) (21)
b P ¡ c P ¤ = ¯( c PT ¡ c P ¤
T) + (1 ¡ ¯)(d PN ¡ d P ¤
N) (22)
6It should be noted that the log-linearization here is used as a device to compare two di®erent steady
states. The di®erential can be motivated either in terms of change over time (growth rate), or di®erences
across space (cross-country comparison). The empirical exercise of this paper ¯ts the latter interpretation
better.
7This condition, which implies that higher productivity (positive supply shock) reduces the price, is
always satis¯ed when µ ¸ 1
2.National Price Level 9
Substituting equation (19) into these equations, three international prices can be written
in terms of productivity di®erential and net foreign assets.
d PN ¡ d P ¤
N =
2¹ °(µ ¡ 1)
2¹ °(µ ¡ 1) + 1
(d AH ¡ d A¤
F) +
1 ¡ ®¯ + ®¯(2¹ ° ¡ 1)




c PT ¡ c P ¤
T =
(1 ¡ ®)2¹ °(µ ¡ 1) ¡ ®(2¹ ° ¡ 1)
2¹ °(µ ¡ 1) + 1
(d AH ¡ d A¤
F)
+
[1 ¡ ® + ®(2¹ ° ¡ 1)][1 ¡ ®¯ + ®¯(2¹ ° ¡ 1)]




b P ¡ c P ¤ =
(1 ¡ ®¯)2¹ °(µ ¡ 1) ¡ ®¯(2¹ ° ¡ 1)
2¹ °(µ ¡ 1) + 1
(d AH ¡ d A¤
F) +
[1 ¡ ®¯ + ®¯(2¹ ° ¡ 1)]2




These formulas lend themselves to straightforward economic interpretation in two ex-
treme cases. In one case with no home bias (¹ ° = 1=2) and with only tradables in the ¯nal
tradables consumption (® = 1), the role of the elasticity of substitution (µ) stands out. In
the other case without nontradables in either ¯nal tradables consumption (® = 1) or overall
consumption basket (¯ = 1), the role of home bias (¹ °) emerges clearly.
2.3.1 Two Special Cases
Elasticity of Substitution To start with the ¯rst case that excludes home bias and
contains only tradables in the ¯nal tradables consumption, equations (19), (23) and (25)
simplify to :
d PH ¡ d PF = ¡
1
µ


















b P ¡ c P ¤ =
(1 ¡ ¯)(µ ¡ 1)
µ
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In equation (26), the relative increase in the productivity of home tradable sector lowers the
relative price of home tradables (depressing the terms of trade).8 The magnitude of price
adjustment decreases with the elasticity of substitution. The more substitutable home and
foreign produced tradables are, the smaller price adjustment is needed to restore equilibrium
following the increase in relative productivity.
The net e®ect of higher productivity on price levels, however, is positive when home
and foreign tradables are substitutable enough. The reason for this can be seen from equa-
tions (20)|(22). Since equation (21) implies that traded price levels (PT and P ¤
T) move in
tandem when there is no home bias (¹ ° = 1=2), national price levels in equation (22) depend
only on nontraded price levels. According to equation (20), nontraded price levels depend
on the terms of trade e®ect (d PH ¡ d PF) and the Balassa-Samuelson e®ect (d AH ¡ d A¤
F). In the
traditional model with no terms of trade e®ect, the ¯rst term is zero and nontraded price
levels depend only on the Balassa-Samuelson e®ect that is always positive. In this model,
the larger the elasticity, the smaller is the terms of trade e®ect, and the more likely is it for
the Balassa-Samuelson e®ect to dominate the terms of trade e®ect. The exact threshold in
the absence of home bias is the elasticity of substitution equal to 1, as in equations (27) and
(28). When the demand for home tradables is elastic (µ > 1), relative productivity increase
raises aggregate and nontraded price levels, as the decline in the terms of trade is not so large
as to dominate the positive e®ect on the price of home nontradables. When the demand for
home tradables is inelastic (µ < 1), the opposite holds: the decline in the terms of trade
dominates the positive e®ect on the price of home nontradables.
The increase in net foreign assets, however, always improves the terms of trade and raises
the national price levels. Higher values of net foreign assets imply higher values of net wealth
and income that can be spent on both tradables and nontradables. With no home bias, the
increased spending on tradables falls on both home and foreign produced tradables propor-
tionately, thereby having no direct e®ect on the terms of trade. The increased spending on
8If economy-wide productivity term were added as d AN (common to H and N sectors), equation (26) will
have an additional ¡1
µd AN term, which will show up as ¡1
µd AN and ¡
1¡¯
µ d AN in equations (27) and (28),
respectively. See appendix for details.National Price Level 11
nontradables, however, falls only on home nontradables with no e®ect on foreign nontrdables,
thereby increasing home prices and the terms of trade with it. The larger is the share of
nontradables in the consumption basket (smaller ¯), the stronger is this price e®ect. The
magnitude of this e®ect is also a®ected by the elasticity of substitution (µ) because of the
labor market linkage. Higher demand for nontradables increases demand for labor in the
nontradables sector, which can be accommodated by pulling labor out of the home tradable
sector (LH). The more substitutable are the traded goods (H and F), the less e®ect will this
labor reallocation have on nontraded prices PN. When home and foreign traded goods are
perfectly substitutable (µ = 1), changes in net foreign assets can be accommodated with
no price adjustment.
Home Bias in Tradables In the case with tradables only (® = ¯ = 1), equations (19)
and (25) simplify to :
d PH ¡ d PF = ¡
d AH ¡ d A¤
F
2¹ °(µ ¡ 1) + 1
+
2¹ ° ¡ 1




b P ¡ c P ¤ =
¡(2¹ ° ¡ 1)
2¹ °(µ ¡ 1) + 1
(d AH ¡ d A¤
F) +
(2¹ ° ¡ 1)2




Higher productivity in home tradables always lowers its international price, as seen in
equation (29). If home goods account for a larger portion of the home basket (¹ ° > 1=2),
the lower price of home tradables is carried over to the lower price level at home, as in
equation (30). In contrast, higher values of net foreign assets always raise national price
levels. Higher income from higher net foreign assets increases the expenditure by home
residents, a larger proportion of which falls on home-produced goods, thereby raising demand
for home labor and their price with it. The magnitude of these e®ect falls with elasticity, as
smaller price adjustment is needed under higher elasticity.National Price Level 12
2.3.2 General Implications
To move beyond extreme parameter values, several general properties emerge from equa-
tions (23)|(25). To start with productivity e®ect, home bias raises the threshold beyond
which productivity growth raises national price levels.
Implication 1 Higher home bias shrinks the range of elasticity for which national prices




> 0 , µ > ¹ µ ´ 1 +
®¯(2¹ ° ¡ 1)
(1 ¡ ®¯)2¹ °
; (31)
the threshold elasticity ¹ µ increases in ¹ ° and ®¯.
The threshold ¹ µ is determined at a level that balances two opposing tendencies: terms
of trade e®ect by which high productivity depresses price levels and the Balassa-Samuelson
e®ect by which higher tradables productivity raises price levels. The role of the terms of trade
e®ect grows with ¹ ° as home products|whose prices fall|take a larger share of tradables.
Increase in ®¯ also enhances the role of terms of trade e®ect, as traded goods account for a
larger share of basket of goods. Figure 1 illustrates the change in the elasticity threshold for
the relationship between price levels and the relative productivity, for two values of ®¯. The
circles track the threshold for ® = 0:9 and ¯ = 0:6. The +'s track the threshold for ® = 0:95
and ¯ = 0:8. For elasticities exceeding the threshold, higher productivity raises national
price levels. The threshold elasticities increase with home bias and ®¯. If the elasticity is
close to 1, productivity increase may lower national price levels for a relatively small degree
of home bias.
Implication 2 A higher level of net foreign assets almost always raises national price levels.
It can be easily veri¯ed that higher values of net foreign assets raise price levels, except
when two traded goods are perfectly substitutable (µ = 1), or when ®¯ = 1 and ¹ ° = 1=2
hold simultaneously. These conditions help to reinterpret the classical transfer problem. InNational Price Level 13
Figure 1: Thresholds

















































































































(®¯) or through home bias in tradables consumption. This is the familiar case under
which unilateral transfers are viewed not to a®ect national price levels (Ohlin view). Other-
wise, unilateral transfers are regarded to raise the price level of the recipient country (Keynes
view). The discussion in this section shows that there is another condition for the Keynes
view to hold, namely that traded goods are not perfectly substitutable. If traded goods are
perfectly substitutable, higher wealth can be spent on either home or foreign traded goods
with little price e®ect, which is consistent with the Ohlin view.9 However, parameter values
for which Ohlin view prevails are highly limited. Except in extreme cases, higher wealth
falls more on home-speci¯c goods, thereby raising national price levels, resonating with the
Keynes view.
Implication 3 When positive, the e®ects of productivity and net foreign assets on relative
prices are stronger on PN than on PT, with the e®ect on P being the average of those on PN
9Although expenditure on nontradables rises with the increase in net foreign assets, the increased demand
is fully satis¯ed by labor reallocated from home tradables sector, which has no e®ect on the terms of trade.National Price Level 14
and PT.
To be more exact, this proportion can be restated in elasticity format, although exact

















This inequality re°ects both the composition e®ect and the fact that the ultimate source
of national price levels is country-speci¯c factors, namely labor and nontraded goods in this
model. Traded prices are a combination of home and foreign traded goods, while the latter
price is not in°uenced by the demand for home labor. Thus, productivity or net foreign
assets will have a stronger e®ect on nontraded prices than on traded prices. Since aggregate
national prices are a combination of traded and nontraded prices, the e®ect of productivity
or net foreign assets will be in the intermediate range between two prices.
3 Meeting with Data
3.1 Data Description
To confront three implications of the model with data, we need prices of traded and nontraded
goods separately. Purchasing power parities collected under the auspices of the ICP are
probably the best data that captures prices for internationally comparable products. In
particular, the parity data from the Eurostat has the most extensive coverage, and thus the
highest ratio of actual data to interpolation.
The sectoral prices were constructed from the retail prices of about 150 categories in
years 1985, 1990, 1993, 1996, 1999. In these years, actual price surveys were conducted
for thousands of items, and were then grouped into about 150 categories. By aggregating
these categories into tradables and nontradables along the guidelines set out by Kravis
et al. (1982), I constructed purchasing power parities for the aggregate, tradables, andNational Price Level 15
nontradables.10 These purchasing power parities were then converted into the U.S. dollar
terms, to obtain national price levels measured in a common currency.
Productivity measures are obtained from two sources. Per-capita income levels are ob-
tained from PWT 6.1, and relative labor productivity between traded and nontraded sectors
are calculated from the OECD Main Economic Indicators database.11 Net foreign assets are
obtained from the data of Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2001).
3.2 Basic Statistics
Table 1 reports summary statistics of national price levels for OECD countries, denominated
in U.S. dollars. If absolute purchasing power parity were to hold, national price levels would
be a redundant concept with their values staying close to 1 (at least on average). In practice,
the average price levels for each country are markedly di®erent from 1 and from one another,
indicating that national price levels are an empirically relevant concept.
This casual reading of data is con¯rmed by a more formal statistical investigation reported
in Table 2. The hypothesis that the average of log price levels equals zero|thus equal to
one in levels|was tested for the aggregate, traded and nontraded price levels. The null
hypothesis is rejected for traded prices, °ying squarely in the face of the absolute purchasing
power parity hypothesis . The null hypothesis is rejected for the nontraded prices, but with
the opposite sign. Thus by coincidence, the null hypothesis is not rejected for the aggregate
prices, as the averages of traded and nontraded prices cancel out each other. Aside from this
coincidence, the premise of the absolute purchasing power parity hypothesis is undermined
by the result that the average of traded prices is statistically di®erent from zero.
If the absolute purchasing power parity hypothesis is rejected for both traded and non-
traded prices, are they qualitatively identical? The answer is no, as can be inferred from
10See the appendix for further details of aggregating prices by the Geary method.
11Both variables measure labor productivity, not the total factor productivity. While this can be regarded
as a limitation of the data, several papers have shown that the labor productivity provides stronger evidence
in favor of the traditional Balassa-Samuelson e®ect on the real exchange rate; see Lee and Tang (2003) and
references therein. The use of labor productivity increases the odds of ¯nding evidence supportive of the
Balassa-Samuelson e®ect.National Price Level 16
Figure 2: Kernel Densities









the characteristics of their empirical distributions. Traded prices are found to exhibit a
stronger tendency towards convergence than nontraded prices. First in Table 2, the variance
is larger for nontraded prices, implying that there is greater diversity of prices among non-
traded goods. Statistical tests of the hypothesis that variance equals 0.03|a value chosen
arbitrarily for comparison|is rejected only for traded goods, thereby adding substance to
the impression that variance is smaller for traded prices.
Moreover, traded prices are distributed closer to the normal distribution|around the
nonzero mean|than nontraded prices are distributed around the zero mean. This contrast
can be seen clearly from kernel densities plotted in Figure 2, where the distribution of
nontraded prices has a thick tail on the left. According to Jacque-Bera tests (reported in
the last column of Table 2), normality is statistically rejected for nontraded prices, while not
being rejected for traded prices.
Such di®erence in distributions of traded and nontraded goods strongly suggests that
traded prices converge faster to a mean than nontraded prices, but that the mean to which
traded prices converge di®ers from zero. A faster convergence of traded prices will be the
natural outcome of the force of arbitrage operating more strongly on traded prices than onNational Price Level 17
nontraded prices. The target of convergence, however, is not equal to zero, implying the
presence of national price levels.
3.3 Productivity and Net Foreign Assets
The next question is what factors explain cross-country di®erences in national price levels.
Section 2 suggests that productivity and net foreign assets can be two identi¯able factors
that determine national price levels. To investigate their role empirically, cross-section and
panel speci¯cations were estimated on the sample based on four survey years (1985, 1990,
1993, 1996) for which net foreign asset data were available.12
Considering that spatial comparison is the backbone of the price level data, Figure 3 plots
time-averages of price levels of each country against the average ratios of net foreign assets
to GDP and average relative incomes. The upper panel suggests that nontraded prices and
net foreign assets exhibit a strong positive association, while traded prices and net foreign
assets hardly show a clear positive association. In the lower panel that plots nontraded
and traded prices against relative incomes, neither price exhibits a clear positive association
with relative incomes, though slightly more likely for nontraded prices. These ¯gures appear
consistent with the theoretical implication that net foreign assets and productivity exert a
stronger e®ect on nontraded prices than on traded prices.
A more systematic statistical investigation is undertaken, on the basis of the following
panel speci¯cation.
Pit = ¯0i + ¯1Yit + ¯2FA2it + ¯3Tit + ²it (33)
The dependent variable is logs of aggregate, traded, and nontraded price levels. For each
price variable, two measures of productivity were used. One productivity measure is the log
of the ratio of per-capita income of each country to that of the United States, both calculated
from PWT. The other productivity measure is the log di®erential of relative productivity
calculated on the basis of the OECD Main Economic Indicators, namely the log of country
12The estimation that included openness and government expenditure, two variables often used in the
analysis of national price levels, did not produce statistically signi¯cant coe±cient estimates.National Price Level 18
Figure 3: Spatial Comparison
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A's relative productivity between traded and nontraded sectors minus the log of the U.S.
relative productivity between traded and nontraded sectors. The net foreign assets variable
is the ratio of net foreign assets to GDP for each country.13
As the starting point, Table 3 reports the regression based on time averages of all vari-
ables, thereby providing a statistical transition from Figure 3 to panel estimations. The
average price levels of each country were regressed on the averages of productivity measures
and ratios of net foreign assets to GDP. Net foreign assets are found to have statistically
signi¯cant e®ect on the prices of nontrables, while having no statistically signi¯cant e®ect on
the prices of tradables.14 The relative productivity di®erential has no statistically signi¯cant
e®ect on any price level, while the relative income has a statistically signi¯cant e®ect only on
the price level of nontradables. Quantitatively, a ten percentage-point increase in the ratio
of net foreign assets to GDP raises the aggregate price level by about 3 percentage points.
The panel regressions were run in six versions for each pair of net foreign assets and
productivity variables. The ¯rst grouping depends on whether time dummy (Tit) was used.
To the extent that there is common-trend or cyclical comovement, regression with time
dummy would be appropriate. First, equation (33) was estimated assuming common constant
term (¯0i identical over i's), ¯xed e®ect (¯0i country speci¯c), and random e®ects (¯0i pulled
from a common distribution). Next, the same three speci¯cations were estimated without
time dummy included (¯3 = 0).
The results of regression for aggregate price levels are reported in Table 4, with the upper
panel showing estimates based on relative per-capita income and the lower panel showing
estimates based on relative productivity di®erential. Net foreign assets have robust positive
13Net foreign assets are, by construction, against the rest of the world, and already incorporates the
position relative to the United States. Measuring net foreign assets as the di®erence from the U.S. values
will magnify the role of the net balance sheet position against the U.S., while ameliorating the role of net
balance sheet position against third countries. When net foreign assets measured as the di®erence from the
U.S. values are used in the regression, coe±cient estimates on net foreign assets often, though not always,
rise in numerical value and statistical signi¯cance. These results are available from the author upon request.
14When cross-section regression was estimated separately for each sample year, the coe±cients on produc-
tivity were not statistically signi¯cant while the coe±cient on net foreign assets was statistically signi¯cant
for some of the sample years.National Price Level 20
e®ect that is statistically signi¯cant, across all speci¯cations. Productivity, however, has no
statistically signi¯cant e®ect when time dummy is included. In estimates obtained without
time dummy, the coe±cients on productivity exceed 1 by a wide margin, contrary to the
prediction of theory (Note that elasticities are smaller than one when positive, according to
the model in the previous section). Comparing two determinants, net foreign assets have
more robust positive e®ect on aggregate price levels than either measure of productivity,
consistent with Implications 1 and 2.
The results for price levels of traded and nontraded sectors are reported in Table 5 and
Table 6, respectively. The results for nontradables are almost identical to the results for
aggregate prices. The coe±cients on net foreign assets are again statistically signi¯cant
across all speci¯cations, while the coe±cients on productivity are not statistically signi¯cant
once time dummies are included. The results for tradables show a clear contrast. Most
coe±cients are not statistically signi¯cant. Even net foreign assets are found to have a
statistically signi¯cant e®ect only in one speci¯cation.
The contrast in statistical signi¯cance among three tables constitutes evidence supportive
of Implication 3. To compare three tables, coe±cients on nontraded prices are most often
statistically signi¯cant, followed by coe±cients on aggregate prices, while coe±cients on
traded prices are rarely statistically signi¯cant. Coe±cients on nontraded prices also assume
largest numerical values in most cases. This pattern implies that productivity di®erential
and net foreign assets have the strongest e®ect on non-traded prices, and a®ecting traded
prices only indirectly and thus least strongly.
3.4 Discussion
While coe±cient estimates support the three implications of the model, the examination of
estimation results points to the limitation of these prime macro variables as the explanatory
variable of cross-country di®erences in national price levels. In each table, country-speci¯c
coe±cients|be they through ¯xed-e®ect speci¯cation or random-e®ect speci¯cation|account
for bulk of cross-country variation in national price levels. With or without time e®ects, theNational Price Level 21
R2 (check F-statistics) increase by a large margin when country speci¯c constant terms are
allowed.
This attests to the importance of other determinants of national price levels, although not
readily identi¯able. Several conventional variables were already examined in the background
analysis of this paper, but produced no strong results. The drivers of these country-speci¯c
e®ects remain an open question, but two papers are worth noting. Bergstrand (1991) made
the case for the importance of demand side factors, which would translate into di®erences
in preferences in the likes of the model used in this paper. Possibly, further progress in
the empirical study of preference (in trade literature) may shed light on one determinant of
national price levels. Broda (2003) argued that the exchange rate regime choice can translate
into the di®erence in national price levels, in the face of sluggish price adjustment. He also
found a strong evidence in favor of such e®ects for developing countries. While he found little
supportive evidence for advanced economies, the exchange rate regime can be an important
factor in the broader sample comprising developing countries.
Subject to some limitation in accounting for national price levels, between productivity
di®erential and net foreign assets, net foreign assets appear to deserve more emphasis that
it used to receive. Since the systematic investigation of net foreign assets has started with
the extensive data put together by Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2000), the evidence on the
international dispersion of net foreign assets has been accumulating. Lane and Milesi-Ferretti
(2000) themselves ¯rst observed a persistent cross-country dispersion in net foreign asset
positions of nearly 100 countries. Subsequently, Kraay and Ventura (2000) found that net
foreign asset positions were highly persistent among advanced economies. Combining this
evidence of long-run dispersion with this paper's result that net foreign assets have robust
e®ect on price levels, net foreign assets are one robust determinant of national price levels
that warrants further investigation.
The real exchange rate and net foreign assets of the United States may o®er a case in
point. Obstfeld and Rogo® (2005) have argued that the deteriorating external balance of
the U.S. cannot continue inde¯nitely, and tried to quantify the magnitude of the exchangeNational Price Level 22
rate adjustment that would be necessary to restore external balance. The estimates of this
paper allow us to ask a related question.
If the U.S. external position were to stabilize at the observed level of net external assets
(liabilities), what could be the consistent real exchange rate? Figure 4 presents the result
of the following hypothetical scenario. Assume that the real exchange rate of the U.S. has
lately been out of equilibrium and has not been re°ecting the e®ect of deteriorating external
positions. One way to estimate its e®ect is to use the estimated coe±cients of this paper.
The estimated e®ect of net foreign assets can be obtained by multiplying the coe±cient
estimate and the level of net foreign assets, and we use three values (0.2, 0.5, and 0.7) that
encompass most estimates we obtained. We thus present the observed the real exchange
rate, and three series constructed by adding the estimated contribution of net foreign assets.
The upper panel shows the actual and constructed real exchange rates (based on the Fed-
eral Reserve Board index), and the net foreign assets in percent of GDP (obtained from the
U.S. International Investment Position of the BEA). The lower panel shows the percentage
di®erence between the actual and constructed real exchange rates; they show the estimated
contribution of net foreign assets in percent of the actual real exchange rates. The estimated
exchange rate imbalance ranges from 4 to 15 percent in 2004.
Of course, this exercise is undertaken for illustrative and speculative purposes, and there
are several obvious disparities.15 The estimations were done for the national price levels
rather than for the e®ective real exchange rates; with non-continuous data rather than with
continuous time series; and with the assumption that the e®ect of net foreign assets are
re°ected in national price levels.
This third assumption is particularly important, °ying in the face of our assumption that
net foreign assets have not been fully re°ected in the real exchange rate of the United States.
However, since the estimation used no data after 1997, it is consistent with the view that
net external imbalance has not been a ¯rst-order issue for the U.S. before the late 1990s.
15More balanced and quantitative attempts to assess the likely development of the U.S. exchange rate can
be found in Chinn and Lee (2005) and the references therein.National Price Level 23
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Moreover, the estimation used the U.S. as a numeraire currency, and most of variation was
from other countries. If this third assumption is to be dropped, then the lower panel would
indicate the likely amount of exchange rate depreciation that has been built into the observed
exchange rate of the U.S.
4 Conclusion
It was shown theoretically that under most parameter restrictions, higher values of net
foreign assets raise national price levels, while higher values of productivity have a less
decisive e®ect. Even under quite plausible parameter values, national price levels can fall
as productivity rises. In addition, productivity and net foreign assets are predicted to have
stronger e®ects on nontraded prices than on traded prices. These theoretical predictions
consolidate comparable predictions that were made for the e®ect of productivity and net
foreign assets on the real exchange rate.
The examination of price level data for OECD countries con¯rms these predictions,
strengthening the framework for systematic explanation of national price levels. In par-
ticular, the basic premise of this paper is con¯rmed by the greater dispersion of nontraded
prices and the more robust e®ect of net foreign assets on nontraded prices. One direction for
future research on national price levels would be to explore further the e®ect of net foreign
assets in a broader sample of countries, since net foreign assets appear to be a no less robust
determinant of national price levels than productivity, which has been the primary focus of
literature on national price levels. It is also quite likely that this channel will apply more
and more to other countries as they rapidly integrate themselves into the global ¯nancial
market.National Price Level 25
Appendixes
A More on the PPP Data
Under the auspices of the International Comparison Program, purchasing power parities
(PPPs) are constructed as a comparator of retail prices across space. To ensure comparability
across space, prices are gathered for products broken down to a great detail (thousands of
categories). The raw data are then gradually aggregated into smaller numbers of categories.
The data used for this paper were the one aggregated to 130-180 categories, with some
variation among di®erent survey years. For each year, individual categories were grouped
into tradables and nontradables, according to the guideline laid out in Appendix Table 2.1
of Kravis et al. (1982).
The most di±cult part of the construction of prices for traded and non-traded goods is the
aggregation of individual price parities. While the usual aggregation would average individual
prices(pij for price of category i in country j) by applying individual quantity weights (qij),
this approach provides no information on the international comparability of prices. To derive
the internationally comparable measure of the aggregate purchasing power parity (PPPj),
the value of aggregate expenditure needs to be compared with the international value of
expenditure. To calculate the international value of expenditure, it is necessary to have
the international price (¦i) of each category of category. But the international price is
best de¯ned as the average of country-speci¯c prices, converted into common unit by the
aggregate purchasing power parity. This leads to the dilemma that the calculation of PPPj's
require ¦i's and vice versa. The solution to this dilemma (credited with Geary) is to obtain






j = 1;¢¢¢;n: (34)











i = 1;¢¢¢;m: (35)
In this paper, the aggregation was implemented according to this methodology.
B Symmetric Steady State
In the special case of zero net foreign assets (FA = FA¤ = 0), the equations become
























Substituting these into equilibrium condition (17) and imposing FA = 0, we get the following



























The relative price between two tradables|the terms of trade,
PH
PF





and several primitive parameters, including the elasticity of substitution
(µ) and home bias in preference (° and °¤). In the absence of home bias (° = °¤ = 1=2),
the model reduces to a two-country version of Fitzgerald (2003) and the relative price can
be solved algebraically.
In general cases with home bias (°;°¤ > 1=2), however, the model cannot be solved alge-
braically. A well-de¯ned symmetric equilibrium o®ers a convenient base for log-linearization.
A symmetric steady state with PH = PF can be obtained from equation (37) if symmetry is
assumed in both preference and technology, namely ° = °¤ = ¹ ° and AH = A¤
F = ¹ A0.National Price Level 27
C Productivity in the Nontraded Sector
If domestic nontraded productivity is allowed to change (relative to foreign nontradables
productivity), equation (2.2) is rewritten as:
PNYN + PHYH = AHPHAN(1 ¡ LH) + PHAHANLH = AHANPH; (38)
and equation (14) is written as:
f PTg CT = ®¯(AHANPH + rFA): (39)
As the result, equations (16) and (17) become:


















To log-linearize around the symmetric equilibrium with identical productivity for all sectors
and zero net foreign assets, the equilibrium terms of trade (equation (19) changes to
d PH ¡ d PF = ¡
d AH + d AN ¡ d A¤
F
2¹ °(µ ¡ 1) + 1
+
1 ¡ ®¯ + ®¯(2¹ ° ¡ 1)




As the result, the international prices of nontraded goods carry the negative terms of trade
e®ect of home nontraded productivity improvement. Relative to equation (23), we have
d PN ¡ d P ¤
N = ¡
d AN
2¹ °(µ ¡ 1) + 1
+
2¹ °(µ ¡ 1)
2¹ °(µ ¡ 1) + 1
(d AH ¡ d A¤
F)+
1 ¡ ®¯ + ®¯(2¹ ° ¡ 1)
®¯(1 ¡ ¹ °)[2¹ °(µ ¡ 1) + 1]
¢(rFA)
¹ A0
(43)National Price Level 28
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Table 1: Price Levels in U.S. dollars
Aggregate Traded Nontraded
mean std dev mean s.d. mean s.d.
Australia 0.93 (0.08) 1.10 (0.14) 0.85 (0.09)
Austria 1.14 (0.19) 1.40 (0.27) 1.01 (0.17)
Belgium 1.01 (0.16) 1.19 (0.22) 0.91 (0.14)
Canada 0.92 (0.11) 1.06 (0.13) 0.84 (0.10)
Switzerland 1.47 (0.15) 1.53 (0.17) 1.43 (0.16)
Denmark 1.25 (0.20) 1.49 (0.27) 1.12 (0.17)
Finland 1.19 (0.26) 1.52 (0.31) 1.03 (0.24)
France 1.10 (0.17) 1.29 (0.24) 0.99 (0.14)
Germany 1.13 (0.19) 1.21 (0.24) 1.09 (0.17)
Greece 0.77 (0.12) 1.14 (0.33) 0.62 (0.08)
Ireland 0.99 (0.13) 1.31 (0.20) 0.81 (0.13)
Italy 0.94 (0.17) 1.20 (0.24) 0.80 (0.14)
Japan 1.31 (0.23) 1.48 (0.25) 1.22 (0.22)
Netherlands 1.02 (0.16) 1.18 (0.22) 0.93 (0.14)
Norway 1.24 (0.20) 1.54 (0.27) 1.08 (0.18)
New Zealand 0.84 (0.13) 1.13 (0.16) 0.71 (0.12)
Portugal 0.62 (0.14) 1.06 (0.22) 0.44 (0.11)
Spain 0.87 (0.19) 1.24 (0.28) 0.73 (0.16)
Sweden 1.25 (0.22) 1.40 (0.23) 1.16 (0.21)
United Kingdom 0.95 (0.13) 1.15 (0.19) 0.85 (0.10)
United States 1.00 (0.00) 1.00 (0.00) 1.00 (0.00)
For each country, the sample is for 1985, 1990, 1993, 1996, and 1999.
For Switzerland, no observation was available for 1985.National Price Level 31
Table 2: Summary Statistics of Price Levels
Sample Statistics Hypothesis Tests Normality
Mean S.D. Median Mean=0a Var=0.03b Med=0c Jacque-Bera testd
Aggregate -0.004 0.25 0.01 -0.13 186.85 0.29 14.40
(0.89) (0.00) (0.78) (0.00)
Traded 0.10 0.21 0.13 4.58 134.54 4.18 1.24
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.54)
Nontraded -0.07 0.30 -0.07 -2.13 271.33 1.55 41.95
(0.04) (0.00) (0.12) (0.00)
The data are observations for 1985, 1990, 1993, 1996, and 1999.
a t¡statistic and the associated probability in parenthesis
b Variance ratio and associated probability in parenthesis
c Wilcoxon singed rank and associated probability in parenthesis
d Jacque-Bera test statistic and associated probability in parenthesis
The sample is for the 18 countries that were used in Tables 3 and 4.National Price Level 32
Table 3: Cross-Section Regressions
Aggregate Traded Nontraded
Prices Prices Prices
Relative Income 0.46 0.15 0.68
(0.28) (0.22) (0.35)*
Net Foreign Assets 0.32 0.17 0.42
(0.18)* (0.14) (0.23)*
R2 0.30 0.12 0.35
Relative Productivity 0.16 0.05 0.24
Di®erential (0.15) (0.11) (0.19)
Net Foreign Assets 0.35 0.17 0.45
(0.19)* (0.14) (0.24)*
R2 0.24 0.10 0.27
Average over sample years 1985, 1990, 1993, and 1996, for which net
foreign assets data were also available. Statistical signi¯cance at 10 and
5 percent is denoted by * and **, respectively.National Price Level 33
Table 4: Aggregate Price Levels
With time-speci¯c e®ect Without time-speci¯c e®ect
Common Fixed Random Common Fixed Random
Relative Income 0.02 -0.10 -0.03 0.20 1.87 0.66
(0.17) (0.44) (0.25) (0.21) (0.47)** (0.30)**
Net Foreign Assets 0.22 0.52 0.38 0.26 0.59 0.34
(0.10)** (0.18)** (0.13)** (0.13)* (0.30)* (0.18)*
R2 0.46 0.90 0.86 0.08 0.67 0.47
Relative Productivity 0.02 0.13 0.05 0.04 0.86 0.10
Di®erential (0.08) (0.27) (0.13) (0.10) (0.48)* (0.15)
Net Foreign Assets 0.23 0.52 0.38 0.27 0.71 0.38
(0.10)** (0.18)** (0.13)** (0.13)** (0.34)** (0.18)**
R2 0.46 0.90 0.87 0.07 0.58 0.41
For sample years 1985, 1990, 1993, and 1996, for which net foreign
assets data were also available. Statistical signi¯cance at 10 and 5
percent is denoted by * and **, respectively.National Price Level 34
Table 5: Traded Price Levels
With time-speci¯c e®ect Without time-speci¯c e®ect
Common Fixed Random Common Fixed Random
Relative Income -0.13 -0.22 -0.17 0.06 1.98 0.40
(0.15) (0.44) (0.23) (0.21) (0.48)** (0.27)
Net Foreign Assets 0.13 0.29 0.20 0.16 0.36 0.19
(0.09) (0.18) (0.12)* (0.13) (0.31) (0.17)
R2 0.52 0.89 0.86 0.03 0.61 0.32
Relative Productivity -0.07 -0.28 -0.10 -0.05 0.64 -0.03
Di®erential (0.07) (0.27) (0.11) (0.09) (0.50) (0.12)
Net Foreign Assets 0.11 0.29 0.19 0.16 0.49 0.20
(0.09) (0.18) (0.12) (0.13) (0.36) (0.15)
R2 0.52 0.89 0.86 0.03 0.47 0.25
For sample years 1985, 1990, 1993, and 1996, for which net foreign
assets data were also available. Statistical signi¯cance at 10 and 5
percent is denoted by * and **, respectively.National Price Level 35
Table 6: Non-Traded Price Levels
With time-speci¯c e®ect Without time-speci¯c e®ect
Common Fixed Random Common Fixed Random
Relative Income 0.11 -0.00 0.06 0.28 1.84 0.87
(0.20) (0.49) (0.29) (0.23) (0.48)** (0.33)**
Net Foreign Assets 0.27 0.65 0.47 0.30 0.74 0.45
(0.12)** (0.20)** (0.15)** (0.14)** (0.31)** (0.20)**
R2 0.39 0.90 0.86 0.10 0.72 0.57
Relative Productivity 0.07 0.39 0.15 0.09 1.03 0.22
Di®erential (0.09) (0.30) (0.15) (0.11) (0.47)** (0.18)
Net Foreign Assets 0.28 0.66 0.49 0.33 0.85 0.51
(0.12)** (0.20)** (0.15)** (0.14)** (0.34)** (0.21)**
R2 0.39 0.90 0.86 0.09 0.66 0.53
For sample years 1985, 1990, 1993, and 1996, for which net foreign
assets data were also available. Statistical signi¯cance at 10 and 5
percent is denoted by * and **, respectively.